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We are here to…
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• Take a look at the “ups and 
downs” of Project Cargo 
shipments…

• Discover what is so special 
about underwriting Project 
Cargo insurance…

• Appreciate what should underlie 
the way we underwrite Project 
Cargo – the 60/30/10 rule…

• Partnering with Swiss Re…



What is so special about 
Project Cargo underwriting?
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• A: Bad stowage; rough or 
improper handling – 40%

• B: Theft; pilferage; 
non-delivery - 30%

• C: Water; condensation; 
corrosion – 10%

• D: The unavoidable and the 
fortuitous e.g. heavy seas, 
breakdown of conveyance, 
natural hazards as well as 
political situations – 20%

First, some reality of the nature of Cargo losses…
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Approx. 80% of all marine claims 
could be avoided or minimized!
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Then, let’s understand what Project Cargo risk can be…

General Cargo, as well as…
Some critical (key) items:

with abnormal dimensions, weights &/or forms

fragile & sensitive

difficult to replicate and costly (e.g. custom-made items and prototypes)

risk management



So this is where Project Cargo underwriting can be 
special…
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• The growing demand for the 
product and opportunities are 
present!

• BUT Specialist expertise is 
critical, otherwise underwrite 
at your own risk!

• Need for attention to detail 
is an understatement!

• Policy period of coverage
is often extended.

• Combined limits on any one 
vessel can be substantial.

• Risk management and loss 
prevention are the fundamentals!

• Special underwriting conditions 
and considerations are 
necessary!

• Survey warranty for critical 
cargoes/items is an absolute 
must!

• Delay in Start Up coverage 
(if applicable and needed) 
requires careful assessment 
before committing the capacity
– never standalone please!



Interconnectivity with other LoB’s
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How the various LoB’s interconnect

Marine Engineering
Casualty

Engineering
Casualty PropertyProperty 

Industrial 
All Risk

CAR / EAR / ALOP
/DSU / TPLIndustrial / DSU CAR / EAR/ ALOP

/DSU / TPL
Industrial 

All Risk

main insurance of a project
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Design
Engineering
Manufacturing

Pre work on 
construction 
site

Loading / 
Transport

Unloading / 
Storage / 
Delivery to site 
or off site 
warehouse

Construction 
Erection

Testing 
Commissioning

Commercial 
Operation



60%
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Here, the deal structure for Project Cargo underwriting…

10%

30%

Price

Wording 
(Terms & Conditions)

Risk Appetite/Risk Analysis



So, the 60%!
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60%
Risk Appetite/Risk Analysis



Risk analysis by clusters – the considerations…

Main underwriting considerations include but not limited to:
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The 
risk

The
conveyance

The duration
of cover

The physical 
environment

The human 
aspect

Identification 
of critical items

Quality & type 
of vessels/
trucks used, and 
the experience 
and quality of 
the crew/
truckers

SURVEY WARRANTY 
for critical items: 
packing, loading and 
handling including hoisting 
and lifting, securing lashing 
and stowing, routing and 
transporting including 
transhipment, unloading 

Quality of roads 
used, and 
reasonability 
of the choice 
of route



We cannot stress more the importance of surveys!

In respect of handling and loading, think crane suitability:
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• Condition

• Capacity

• Operator 
experience

• Class & certification

• Pre Lifting meeting
Lifting points, suitability of 
rigging, stability and ballasting 
analysis, crew experience, ballast 
lift prior to crane lift 

Survey!



“Incidents” and “Accidents” should not happen…

• No surveyor in attendance

• No route survey 

• Not secured / lashed sufficiently to prevent lateral movement

• Non or inappropriate port handling equipment and means of transport

• Not specialized carrier / freight forwarder / heavy lift company

• Deck cargo - insufficient sea fastening or inadequate packing (majority)
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“Stability issue” should not happen…

“Inappropriate conveyance” should not happen…

“Inappropriate routing” should not happen…



Risk analysis is therefore key!
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It is in your interest to check everyone’s talking to each other!

• Clients, brokers, underwriters, banks, contractors, manufacturers, carriers, freight 
forwarders, shipping agents, port authorities and surveyors, and whoever else!



No Project cargo insurance, no 
DSU insurance
never the latter without the former!

Clarity:
Total value of critical cargo 
sendings and the shipping schedule

Two recognized methods of rating 
Marine DSU: 
Daily indemnity or Marine rate.

Duration of projects:
ideally between 12 to 36 months, 
so DSU no more than 12 months!

And how should you deal with Project Cargo DSU 
– some key underwriting elements!
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Time deductible: 
at least 30 days, but best practice 
is 45 to 60 days

Survey warranty:
for critical/key items, especially 
route survey

Risk Management:
ongoing progress monitoring please

Wording: 
it pays to be as specific as possible 
right from the beginning!

50/50 Claims Clause: 
with CAR/EAR



What about the remaining 
40%...

• Let’s talk…
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Price

Wording 
(Terms & Conditions)

10%

30%



Swiss Re 
can be your 
preferred 
partner…
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Our recommended technical publications

• Project cargo and delay 
in start-up insurance

• PEN or the ART 
of marine underwriting

• Delay in start-up insurance

• Shipping threatened by piracy: 
Who picks up the bill?

• Safe havens: 
Measuring natural catastrophe 
exposure to cargo traded 
through ports
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Legal notice
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©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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